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Architect Talk | Fran Silvestre and
Scenarios for Life
April 26 2018
6:00 PM - 7:00 PM
Location:
The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art
Atkins Auditorium
FREE | Tickets required
Call 816.751.1278
Award-winning Spanish architect and current Victor
L. Regnier Distinguished Visiting Professor at
Kansas State University, Fran Silvestre, will talk
about his studio’s creative process. According to
architecture critic and journalist David Cohn,
“Silvestre’s designs are not simply solutions to given
design problems, though he tends to present them
as such. They absorb and distill the myriad issues of
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program, site and context, structure, building
technologies and so on, subsuming them into the
play of space and form that could be understood as
the true subject of his architecture.” Fran Silvestre
will reveal the most important values of his
architecture and the methods his studio uses to
achieve such innovative projects.

Weigel
Library
Updates

Student
assistants needed
Fall 2018
Weigel student
assistant changes

will necessitate the employment of new assistants for Fall
2018. Employment hours range from 7 to 10 per week.
To be considered for employment, pick up an application in
Weigel, Regnier 0081. The deadline for applications to be
returned is Tuesday, May 8. With your completed application
please include a copy of your official KSIS fall class
schedule using the “Weekly Calendar View”. Both successful
and unsuccessful applicants wil l be notified of employment
decisions.

Resource of the Week (Part 2) – Construction and Design
Manuals –
In last week’s Weigel update article for the e-newsletter I
forgot to include the Resource of the Week section
highlighting the Construction and Design Manuals by DOM
Publishers. These titles are just too good to forget. So they
will be featured again this week in Weigel giving you a
second chance to take a closer look if you missed them the
first time.
Weigel has 20+ titles in this series with more on the way!
These books offer everything design students need for studio
project solutions. Some of our titles include: Drawing for
Architects, Hotel buildings, Architectural Diagrams,
Stadium buildings, Mobile architecture, Medical practices,
Single-family homes, and Drawing for Landscape
Architects.
These books are becoming more popular in APDesign. Let
us know what you think.

Displays –
“…but it had a yellow cover!”
Poetry +  LEGOs (Storytell ing creativity by ENGL663,
Advanced Poetry – Dr. Traci Brimhall)

Holi: Festival of Colors
Indian Students Association @ K-State is back with
yet another and the most exciting event of the year,
Holi: The Festival of Colors. It is a free event and
open to the entire Manhattan community.
This will be the last event of the academic year 2017-
18 hosted by ISA.

For those who are still wondering what Holi is, it is
the event where all people from various backgrounds
come together to celebrate ‘unity in diversity’ with
colors. We will have colored powder which you will
throw / apply on each other. We will have water
hoses as well. And if it rains on that day, it can’t get
better. The rain will take charge of sprinkling water!!
� Wear something old, since you might not be able
to re-use the clothes.
 
Event- Holi: Festival of Colors.
Date – 21st April 2018, Saturday
Place- Jardine Plaza near JPs 
Time- 1:00 - 3:00 pm
 
Invite your friends and family. For more information
about the event, shoot an email to isa@ksu.edu.

April 17 symposium at K-State
looks at neuroscience,
architecture and design

The symposium "Meaning in Architecture:
Affordances, Atmosphere and Mood," an
"Interfaces" event of the Academy of
Nueroscience For Architecture, will take place
from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Tuesday, April 17,
in the College of Architecture, Planning &
Design's Regnier Forum.

The symposium brings architects and neuroscientists together for a conversation about human perception of
design and building, specifically focusing on the significance of affordances, embodied simulation,
atmosphere and mood. It is sponsored by K-State's HOK Studio; Bob Condia, professor of architecture and
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Regnier chair for research; and the architecture department.

The symposium is free and open to K-State students, faculty and staff, but reservations are required by
contacting Marlina Bedros at medros@k-state.edu.

Presenting at the symposium will be the following experts:

• Brent Chamberlain, K-State assistant professor of landscape architecture and regional & community
planning, will present "The Physio-Affective Built-Enviorment" at 8:30 a.m. As director of the Advanced
Landscape Immersion and Visualization Environment, or ALIVE!, Chamberlain combines computer
graphics, geovisualization, information visualization and GIScience to conduct scientific inquiry and
understanding.

• Colin Ellard, a professor of psychology who specializes in cognitive neuroscience at the University of
Walterloo in Canada, and Condia will present "Place, Peripheral Vision and Space Perception: a pilot study in
VR" at 9:15 a.m. Their study looks at the consequences of central and peripheral vision in urban plazas of
classical and modern articulation.

• Michael Arbib, currently an adjunct professor of psychology at the University of California at San Diego and a
contributing faculty member at the NewSchool of Architecture and Design in San Diego, will present "It Takes
More Than A Hippocampus to Build a Cognitive Map" at 10:30 a.m. The talk looks at what goes on in the
brain or architects designing a building and in the brains of people experiencing architecture. Arbib is a pioneer
in the interdisciplinary study of artificial intelligence, neuroscience and computation.

• The symposium will wrap up with Kevin Rooney, a K-State architecture alumnus and owner of Rooney
Associates Architects, moderating a panel of the morning's speakers on "How Architects Can Talk to
Neuroscientists: How Nueroscientists Can Talk to Architects."

Spring 2018
APDesign Commencement

Saturday, May 12 | 10:00 am in
McCain Auditorium

Commencement rehearsal is Thursday, May 10 | 3:30pm. REHEARSAL IS MANDATORY (except
for off-campus students). Please be on time.

Tickets for commencement will be given out at rehearsal.
For more information

CLICK HERE!
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